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Abstract
We present a framework and algorithm to analyze firstperson RGBD videos captured from the robot while physically interacting with humans. Specifically, we explore reactions and interactions of persons facing a mobile robot
from a robot centric view. This new perspective offers social
awareness to the robots, enabling interesting applications.
As far as we know, there is no public 3D dataset for this
problem. Therefore, we record two multi-modal first-person
RGBD datasets that reflect the setting we are analyzing. We
use a humanoid and a non-humanoid robot equipped with
a Kinect. Notably, the videos contain a high percentage of
ego-motion due to the robot self-exploration as well as its
reactions to the persons’ interactions. We show that separating the descriptors extracted from ego-motion and independent motion areas, and using them both, allows us
to achieve superior recognition results. Experiments show
that our algorithm recognizes the activities effectively and
outperforms other state-of-the-art methods on related tasks.

1. Introduction
We live in an era where machines, and in particular
robots, are starting to become part of humans’ lives. We
would like them to help us, to learn from us, to be our companion, to detect threats. In order to do so, it is necessary
that robots start to understand humans’ emotions, humans’
intentions and humans’ behaviors that are directly related to
them. A child can show affection hugging a robot. A person
could try to damage a surveillance robot throwing something at it. The problem we consider regards the recognition
of those activities performed by humans that are explicitly
associated to the presence or behavior of the robot. We refer
to this new problem as robot-centric activity recognition.
Action and activity recognition systems have attained
crucial importance in recent years. Most of the works focus
on recognizing activities that are not directly performed in
relation to the subject that observes the scene: some of them

Figure 1: Sample RGB images from our datasets.

recognize activities and actions that are independently executed by a single person, such as running, drinking or jumping [3]. Other researchers studied interactions between two
persons [8] or groups of people [4, 11] from a third-person
perspective. Human egocentric vision has also been analyzed [13, 7, 23], but the focus is on the activities that are
performed by the person who is wearing the camera, and
do not usually involve interactions. Only a few techniques
[21] aim at recognizing interaction activities from a firstperson perspective. Examples of such activities are punching, shaking hands, and throwing an object at the observer.
In this paper, we focus on these kinds of activities using
a robot as the observer. Analyzing such activities enables
to understand whether the persons surrounding the observer
are friendly or hostile, and whether there will be a threat. In
this sense, this novel problem is useful in contexts such as
surveillance, where the security camera/robot would need to
understand if somebody is trying to damage it, and humanmachine interaction, where the machine has to properly react to a person’s actions.
As far as we know, there are no public 3D datasets in
literature that are suitable to describe the problem we are
tackling. The only previous work similar to ours is [21];
nevertheless, it uses simple RGB videos, whereas we want
to take full advantage of all the possible information we can
retrieve from standard sensors readily available (RGB and

depth). Therefore, we record two 3D datasets: one using
a humanoid robot that can be hugged or punched and it is
particularly suitable for children-robot interactions, and another one using an autonomous non-humanoid robot, more
appropriate to simulate detection of threats. Sample images recorded from our datasets are shown in Figure 1. Our
datasets are notably different from classic action recognition datasets, as the videos present a strong ego-motion
component. Ego-motion can be defined as the apparent
motion induced by the moving camera; in our context, the
ego-motion is mainly due to the robot’s autonomous movements as well as the consequences of human interactions
with it – e.g. a punch action may drive the robot in a different position. On the contrary, the real motion happening in the scene is defined as independent motion: the
person that moves to punch the observer is an example of
independent motion. Studies conducted on primates suggest that ego-motion and independent motion are perceived
by two different areas of the brain [15, 24]. Motivated by
these findings, we propose a new version of state-of-theart descriptors, explicitly differentiating ego-motion regions
from independent-motion regions. Then, unlike previous
works, which does not distinguish between ego-motion and
independent-motion or suppresses ego-motion, we separate
and exploit both pieces of information. We show that this
technique improves our results significantly.
The contribution of this paper is twofold. Firstly, we
record and make publicly available the first datasets for
robot-centric activity recognition during human-robot interactions, which provide RGB, depth, and skeleton data.
Secondly, we propose and evaluate a new strategy: we
extract features from ego-motion region and independentmotion region separately and combine the descriptors using
multiple-kernels, achieving a boost in classification performance.

2. Related Works
Over the past few years, low-cost high-end wearable
cameras have been made available to the public. This phenomenon results in an explosion of egocentric videos that
make the analysis of first-person activities an increasingly
popular topic within the computer vision community. The
majority of the research on egocentric video analysis regards daily household activities [9, 7, 23, 19, 16]. These
works are usually object-driven and focus on investigating the relation between the object and the body parts that
manipulate the objects[1]. In a different category, Kitani
et al. [10] learn the ego sport activities from egocentric
videos collected by sports enthusiasts for indexing and retrieval. All the above mentioned works try to classify the
ego-activities of the person who wears the camera.
In the above mentioned scenarios, the camera is mounted
on a human and no interaction with other persons/robots is

usually involved. Our task is completely different: the camera is mounted on a robot, and the activities we aim to recognize are those engaging an interaction with a human. In
this sense, we focus on recognizing the interaction activities
from the robot-centric view. The only previous work similar to ours was proposed in [21], who explored first-person
interaction activities using a single web-cam. Differently,
we record RGB, depth and skeleton information to fully exploit the potentiality of sensors such as Kinect, and make
the algorithm resemble the human binocular vision system.
Additionally, in [21] the motion and appearance descriptors are extracted from the whole scene, therefore the egomotion and the independent motion components are mixed
together. On the contrary, we distinguish between regions
that move due to ego-motion, and regions that move independently of the camera. In literature, there are a few works
on activity recognition that localize the independent motion segmenting the person/body parts from the background
[18]; as far as we know though, these techniques aim to
suppress the information from the surrounding regions. In
contrast, we show that for robot-centric activity recognition
tasks, where ego-motion embodies significant information,
descriptors extracted from both the areas contribute in a different manner to the recognition procedure; using both of
them indeed, is crucial to improve the classification rate.

3. Feature Extraction
The Kinect device provides skeleton joint positions and
orientations. This data is not always accurate or available
though, especially if the camera is moving or the person that
is performing the activity is very close to it. Therefore, we
cannot rely on the skeleton data only. To this end, we define
additional features that represent motion and body appearance. In particular, we select four different descriptors that
have shown to perform well in classic activity recognition
tasks: 3D optical flow, spatio-temporal interesting points
in RGB data and depth data, and body posture descriptors.
Their combination aims at reproducing a mechanism similar to that we humans experience when recognizing activities. Some examples of the mentioned features are depicted
in Fig. 2 - notably, skeleton feature for the activity in the
third row is missing. The sampled frames are extracted from
run, stand up, and hug activities respectively.

3.1. Motion Descriptor
We use histograms of 3D optical flow as our motion descriptors. Specifically, each RGB frame is divided into c × c
cells, in order to explicitly capture local motion. For each
frame Ft and its consecutive frame Ft+1 , we compute the
dense 2D optical flow [6]. It returns, for every pixel (xt , yt )
in frame Ft , its velocity along the x and the y components,
necessary to reach its new position (xt+1 , yt+1 ) in frame
Ft+1 . To benefit from depth information, we proceed in

obtain a new descriptor z ∈ Rk . We finally sum all the
frame descriptors, obtaining a histogram that contains, for
each atom, the number of its occurrences in the video.

3.2. Local Appearance Descriptors

Figure 2: Sample frames from the dataset with the extracted
features overlaid. First row: down-sampled dense optical
flow features, second row: STIPs in RGB channel, third
row: STIPs in depth channel(red) and skeletal joint locations (green).
projecting every pixel in frame Ft , in 3D [5]:
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where (xt , yt ) is the pixel in 2D at time t, (Xt , Yt , Zt ) is
the pixel in 3D at time t, d(xt , yt )t is the depth of pixel
(xt , yt ) obtained from the Kinect device, f is the focal
length, and (x0 , y0 )T is the principal point of the sensor.
We then project in 3D all the pixels in Ft+1 , obtaining
for each pixel the optical flow vector projected in 3D as
(Xt+1 , Yt+1 , Zt+1 )T − (Xt , Yt , Zt )T . At this point, each
3D vector so computed is converted in spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ)T . We drop the norm r, and we model each
vector as its direction v = (θ, φ)T ; this way, the descriptor will be invariant to the speed of the action (represented
by r). At this stage, we have retrieved a set of vectors
v1 , . . . , vn ∈ R2 . We now group these vectors with respect to the specific cell from which they were extracted.
For each cell, we compress the vector directions into a 2D
histogram. After the whole procedure, we provide for each
frame a histogram h ∈ Rc×c×b×b , where b is the number of
bins that represent the possible angle directions, and c × c
is the number of the cells in the current frame.
In order to compact motion information over the entire
video, we use a Vector Quantization (VQ) approach: all
the possible motion descriptor vectors are clustered into k
groups via a simple k-means procedure, and the centroids of
the k groups represent the atoms of a codebook. Then, each
frame is coded as an occurrence of a visual word, hence we

Sparse spatio-temporal features are employed to describe
the local appearance of the videos. This representation has
been found to be suitable for activity recognition tasks, as
it handles cluttered backgrounds and partial occlusions in
both RGB and depth videos [12, 2, 26]. Specifically, each
video is represented as a 3D X-Y-T volume by concatenating the 2D image frames along the temporal axis T . For
RGB videos, we use the gray-scale intensity value of the
RGB channels, so each pixel p(x, y, t) inside the 3D volume I(x, y, t) corresponds to the intensity value of the pixel
(x, y) at time t. For depth videos, each value q(x, y, t) of
the 3D volume D(x, y, t) corresponds to the depth value
of the pixel (x, y) at time t. We use Harris3D to detect
the sparse spatio-temporal interesting points (STIPs), and
HOGHOF to consequently describe the 3D cuboids extracted from the intensity videos [12]. In a similar manner,
we use the method in [26] to detect the local spatio-temporal
interest points (DSTIPs) from the depth volume, and use
the depth cuboid similarity feature (DCSF) to describe the
cuboids extracted from the depth videos.
Similar to the previous descriptors, we build codebooks
to obtain a single feature vector for each video. In particular, we build two separate codebooks for intensity and depth
features. We consequently generate two bag-of-words histograms for each video.

3.3. Human Posture Descriptor
We use the skeletal joints information estimated from the
depth images as a compact representation of the human posture [22]. Unlike the traditional third-person view settings,
the skeleton in our scenario is often missing or subject to
noise and errors, especially when the person is too close or
too far from the camera. Nevertheless, the absence of human detection, or the skeleton confused position, can still
be indicative for our task. For example, if a skeleton is not
detected, usually the person is very close to the camera, i.e.
he is performing activities such as hug or punch, or very far
from it, i.e. he is running away. To handle noise and also
incorporate the information from the missing and corrupted
skeleton data, we employ a skeletal joint voting scheme. In
particular, we use the hip center joint as the origin O of a
3D reference system, and we transform the other joint positions in spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ) with respect to O.
Finally, we calculate an equally spaced 2D histogram on θ
and φ [27]. We construct a posture codebook using all the
”good” postures from the training set, collecting a bag-ofwords histogram for each video. In the meantime, we keep
track of the number of frames that contain corrupted skele-

ton data, and devote a bin h0 of the final histogram to this
information H = [h1 , h2 , ..., hn , h0 ].

4. Separating Ego-Motion from Independent
Motion
In nature, mammals’ high-resolution fovea is usually
driven towards objects that move with independent motion
[25]; this mechanism allows them to process images fast,
and improve their recognition capabilities. We aim at providing with our robot the same visual ability, building an
attention mask around the movements interpreted as independent motion, and considering the rest of the scene as
subject to ego-motion. We then extract motion and appearance descriptors from the two areas separately, assuming
that ego-motion and independent motion regions give different contributions to the recognition procedure. In the
following, we propose a simple motion-based segmentation
algorithm to separate independent motion areas from egomotion ones. As opposed to previous works, which tend
to suppress background regions, we demonstrate that using
both ego-motion and independent motion areas to recognize
interaction activities is crucial to improve the overall accuracy in our robot-centric scenario. Our independent-motion
separation method does not rely on person/body part detector, therefore it is more flexible and particularly suitable for
our task, where the person may be very close or seriously
occluded.

4.1. Independent Motion Vectors
We can assume that the largest part of the independent
motion is generated by the person that is interacting with
the robot. A person detector thus, could implicitly catch
the likely independent motion regions in a dataset where
the person stands at a reasonable distance from the camera.
Our robot-centric activity recognition task though, mostly
produce videos where the person is extremely close, or very
far from the camera, therefore some body parts such as the
head are not visible. In these specific situations, person
detectors are not reliable. Therefore, instead of segmenting the person, we propose a new algorithm that explicitly
seeks for independent motion regions. Specifically, we rely
on the fact that ego-motion typically induces only coherent motion on the image plane, whereas independent motion is usually very different. We use sparse optical flow,
which focuses only on motion vectors between pixels that
are easily detected in the image. For each frame, we compute the Lucas-Kanade sparse optical flow [14]; we then
build a Multivariate Gaussian model on the pixel velocities so obtained, retrieving a couple of variables (µ, Σ) that
represent respectively the mean and the covariance matrix
in the current frame. At this point we compute, for each
pixel pi in the frame, the Mahalanobis distance between its
velocity vi and the Gaussian model previously estimated:

p
DM = (vi − µ)T Σ−1 (vi − µ). If DM > , where  is
a parameter experimentally chosen, the vector is considered
independent motion, otherwise it is considered ego-motion.
In Fig. 3 second row, the independent motion is represented,
whereas in the first row the original sparse optical flow is
depicted.

4.2. Attention Mask
The proposed procedure may suffer from outliers, such
as motion vectors detected due to sudden changes of lighting. In order to avoid such false detections, we process the
motion vectors to obtain a reliable attention mask. We first
use k-means to cluster the motion vectors with respect to
their depth; the maximum density cluster is selected, and
it represents our focus of attention along the depth component. Since the independent motion is generated by a person, we measure the proportions of humans with respect to
the depth to build a spatial x-y attention window around the
focus of attention. In particular, given a certain depth value
d, we compute a windows height h and width w as follows:
h = 5.2 × 105 /d, w = 3h/4 [28]. The windows so generated are represented in Fig. 3, third row. We finally perform
a bitwise AN D operation between the depth value retrieved
by the focus of attention and the spatial window, obtaining
the final attention mask (Fig. 3 fourth row). Notably, our
algorithm is able to handle situations where the person is
very close or very far from the camera.
The attention mask is able to capture precisely the contour of the human body, therefore it is particularly useful
for separating the optical flow generated by the person from
the optical flow caused by the camera. Given a set of 3D
motion vector directions expressed in spherical coordinates
v1 , . . . , vn , as explained in Sec. 3.1, we split them into two
groups: the first group I represents the optical flow related
to pixels belonging to the attention mask, whereas the second group E represents the ego-motion optical flow vectors.
At this point, for both sets we apply the rest of the procedure
explained in Sec. 3.1, computing two codes zI and zE for
each frame. We sum the codes of all the frames belonging to
a video, obtaining two histograms hI and hE that count the
visual words occurring in the video. We finally concatenate
the two descriptors.
Differently, for the appearance descriptor extraction, a
wider mask is needed. Our appearance descriptor is extracted by analyzing the video for a certain duration of time,
thus pixels very close to the person are actually ”affected”
by the person’s movement and, in this context, they can be
considered as independent motion. To separate the independent pixels from the others, we directly use the attention
window (Fig. 3, third row). As for the optical flow descriptors, we split the interesting points into two groups: the first
group contains descriptors extracted from the window and
the second one contains the remaining pixels. We obtain a

Equation 4 can be transformed into a constrained optimization problem, and solved by a simple gradient method [20].

6. Experiments

Figure 3: Rows from top to bottom: sparse optical flow,
independent motion vectors, the attention window, the attention mask.
histogram of each group applying the procedure explained
in Sec. 3.2, and we concatenate them into the final descriptor of a video.

5. Multiple Channel Kernels
So far we have generated a Bag-of-Words histogram for
each type of feature. Our classifier is designed (e.g. SVM)
to integrate all the descriptors in an effective way, being
able, in specific situations, to privilege a descriptor with respect to another one. A promising approach aiming to assign different weights to different typologies of features is
the multi-channel kernel. We define the multi-channel kernels that integrate the aforementioned features as follow:
PM
K(x, x0 ) = exp(− m=1 dm Km (x, x0 ))
PM
(2)
m=1 dm = 1, dm ≥ 0, ∀m,
where each basis kernel Km uses a subset of variables stemming from different data sources, and M is the total number
of kernels. We select the following basis kernel:
Km (x, x0 ) =

n
X
2xi x0i
.
x + x0i
i=1 i

(3)

We are now looking for a decision function in the form
f (x) + b = ΣM
m=1 fm (x) + b, where each function fm is
associated with a kernel Km . Support Vector Machines
(SVM) is employed as our classifiers. Both the coefficients
of the problem and the weights dm can be solved via a single optimization problem:
P
1
min
||fm ||2H + C i i
d
m
{f },b,,d
P
s.t. yi m fm xi + yi b ≥ 1 − i , ∀i
(4)

≥
0,
∀i
i
P
m dm = 1, dm ≥ 0, ∀m.

To the best of our knowledge, there does not exist any
RGBD dataset on first-person interaction activity recognition. For this reason, we collect two RGBD benchmark
datasets for first-person interaction activity recognition using robots. We evaluate state-of-the-art algorithms for standard human activity recognition on the two datasets, and
demonstrate that our scenario is different from the traditional 3rd-person view problem and classic methods are not
suitable for the presented task.
We carried out three different experimental sessions: In
the first experiment, we investigate the influence of 2D and
3D features on our recognition task. We show that adjoining 3D information to the RGB stream significantly improves the recognition. In the second experiment, we show
that descriptors extracted from regions that move of independent motion and regions that move of ego-motion provide different contributions in the recognition of activities.
Explicitly separating the two components and using both of
them enables the achievement of significantly higher accuracy. In the third experiment, we present the results combining different types of descriptors, and compare our results to
[21] and some other approaches that show to perform very
well on classic activity recognition tasks.

6.1. Dataset
We record videos from a Kinect device mounted on
top of two different robots: a humanoid robot and an autonomous non-humanoid robot. They are both able to move
and rotate horizontally, but the ego-motion appears in different patterns. The humanoid robot has head and arm and it is
able to react to a variety of motion patterns derived from the
interaction, i.e. it may shake when a person shakes hands
with it, and it may fall down when a person punches it. The
non-humanoid robot more closely resembles a battle-field
robot and it has more steady self-motions. Sample images
of the 9 activities taken from the humanoid robot dataset are
shown in Table 1. The 9 classes in the non-humanoid robot
dataset are: ignore, pass by the robot, point at the robot,
reach an object, run away, stand up, stop the robot, throw
at the robot, and wave to the robot.
For each dataset, we invited 8 subjects, between the ages
of 20 to 80, to perform a variety of interactions with our
robot. We ask each subject to perform 7−9 different continuous sequences of activities, in a few different background
settings. Each group of activities performed by one subject
forms a set. Some examples of sequences may be:
• wave hands→approach→shake hands→hug

• stand up → reach an object→ throw [something] at
the robot
• approach → pass by the robot
The continuous sequences are then segmented so that each
video represents a single activity. Each set contains around
20 − 35 samples of the 9 activities, with at least one sample
for each activity. In total, we collected 8 sets and 177 single
activity samples for the humanoid robot dataset, and 8 sets
and 189 single activity samples for the second dataset.
We record the RGB video, the depth video, and the 3D
skeleton joint locations from the Kinect simultaneously; the
frame rate is about 30fps. The depth image is a 16-bit single
channel image of resolution 320×240. We use the full range
of the Kinect (0.8m to 8m) to record more information. The
RGB image is an 8-bit 3 channel lossy compressed image
of resolution 640 × 480.
For all the experiments, we used a cross-subject test: in
particular, we use subject No. 1-4 as training and No. 58 as testing. In order to also account for randomness due
to the clustering of the codebooks, we assessed our algorithm over 10 − 20 different codebook trials. We report,
for each experiment, the mean accuracy and the maximum
accuracy over all the trials. The first two experiments are
illustrated with results from humanoid robot dataset (the
non-humanoid robot dataset gives similar result). Finally,
we evaluate our complete features on both the described
datasets.

6.2. 2D v.s. 3D
In this first experiment, we show that depth and 3D cues
are fundamental to obtain superior results on our robot activity dataset.
6.2.1

Optical flow

In this section, 2D and 3D optical flow performance is compared. Both the descriptors are extracted without using the
attention mask. For the 2D optical flow, we use the features
used in [21], and we show that 3D optical flow performs
better. We used 8 main motion directions (i.e. number of
bins) and 9 cells for the 3D optical flow, obtaining a frame
descriptor h ∈ R576 . For the 2D version, we tested histograms with 8, 16 and 64 bins, and we divide each frame
in 9 cells. We finally build, for both the 3D and 2D optical
flow, 10 different codebooks of visual words. In Table 2, the
final comparison between 2D and 3D optical flow descriptors is presented. We only show the best 2D results, which
are achieved using 16 bins.
6.2.2

STIP

In this section, we compare the performance of the spatiotemporal features from 2D intensity image sequences

Feature
2D HOF
3D HOF

Mean Accuracy
45.92%
55.22%

Max Accuracy
56.79%
61.72%

Table 2: Comparison between 2D and 3D optical flow descriptors.
Feature(s)

STIP
DSTIP

all
non-empty

Mean
Accuracy
48.46%
57.63%
72.83%

Max
Accuracy
50.62%
61.84%
79.01%

Table 3: Comparison of results for spatio-temporal features.
(STIP+HOGHOF)[12] to the spatio-temporal features from
depth image sequences (DSTIP+DCSF)[26]. The descriptors evaluated here are computed without applying our attention mask. Some activity segments are very short and
may not contain salient intensity changes, resulting in 0
STIPs for several sequences; we use a 0-histogram to represent this case. For the sake of completeness, we report the
performance including those 0-word videos (96 training, 81
testing, indicated in Table 3 as ”all”), and without including
them (93 training, 76 testing, labeled as ”non-empty”). In
this experiment, DSTIP features perform significantly better than STIPs, while usually, when there is little camera
motion, the performance of the two descriptors are similar.
A possible reason may be that the lighting changes due to
the camera motion has a great impact on the STIPs, whereas
DSTIPs are very robust against it.

6.3. Mask
In this section, we apply our attention mask to the optical
flow and appearance features, and compare the performance
(table 4). In order to show that the cause of the improvement
is the combination of the two components, we also show the
accuracy achieved by the descriptors extracted from egomotion and independent motion regions singularly (table 4,
second and third column). It is worth noticing that single
descriptors extracted from ego-motion or independent motion do not necessarily obtain superior results. On the contrary, when we use the attention mask to combine the contribution of ego-motion and independent motion regions, we
obtain higher accuracy on both motion and appearance descriptors (table 4 last column).

6.4. Single features v.s. concatenated
In this section, we present the results obtained using multiple combinations of features to give an insight on the contributions and characteristics of each descriptor (Table 5).
Results are reported using both proposed datasets. The top
four rows are dedicated to the results achieved by state-ofthe-art methods. We then show the performance of our features applying the attention mask starting from the fifth row:
3D optical flow features (OF), combination of depth and
intensity spatio-temporal features (ST), posture descriptor

wave

hug

point

punch

reach

run

throw

stand up

shake

Table 1: Sample images of 9 activities in the humanoid robot first-person RGBD dataset. The first and second rows present
the RGB and depth images, respectively. The last row represents skeleton images. If no skeleton is detected for a particular
frame, a black image is shown.
Feature(s)

3D optical Flow
STIP
DSTIP

No Mask
Mean
Max
55.22% 61.72%
57.63% 61.84%
72.83% 79.01%

Ind-motion
Mean
Max
54.07% 60.49%
57.63% 60.53%
74.69% 77.78%

Ego-motion
Mean
Max
46.34% 56.79%
28.55% 32.89%
39.14% 45.68%

Ind+ego
Mean
Max
59.25% 69.13%
62.63% 69.74%
75.93% 80.24%

Table 4: Comparison between raw descriptors and features extracted using the attention mask.
(P), and different combinations. The last row indicates our
best results, attained using all the features together.
Due to the different characteristics of the two datasets,
single features perform differently. For instance, in the humanoid robot dataset, spatio-temporal appearance features
achieve better results over motion or posture descriptors.
Differently, in the non-humanoid robot dataset, the subjects are usually at a further distance from the robot; in this
case, the quality of the depth images deteriorate, and all our
depth-based features experience a decrease in the results.
The quality of the skeleton data instead, improves with respect to the previous dataset, where the person is very close
the the robot. Therefore, we obtain superior results using
posture features. Finally, the performance of the combined
descriptors using the multiple-channel kernels are similar
on the two datasets. This indicates that the proposed work
may constitute a stable framework for robot-centric activity
recognition during human-robot interaction.
We also compared our results with the algorithm developed by Ryoo et al. [21], which is a work on first-person
human interaction activity recognition similar to our task.
Table 5 summarizes the accuracy achieved by other methods [12, 26, 17] that demonstrated to be suitable for general
activity recognition tasks. It is possible to notice that the
best results are still obtained using the combination of our
features. Finally, figure 4 presents the confusion matrix of
the 4 features and the combination of them using our multichannel kernels on our humanoid robot dataset.

7. Conclusions
This paper presents a framework and algorithm to address a new problem: recognizing interaction activities from

Feature(s)
Ryoo et al. [21]
Laptev et al.[12]
Xia et al.[26]
Liu al.[17]
OF
ST
P (all)
P (non-empty)
OF+P
OF+ST
ST+P
OF+ST+P

Humanoid robot
Mean
Max
57.1%
64.19%
48.46%
50.62%
72.83%
79.01%
52.54%
52.54%
59.25%
69.13%
76.85%
80.25%
56.79%
60.49%
62.66%
70.31%
78.60%
80.25%
77.98%
81.48%
83.88 % 85.60%
85.60% 86.42%

Non-humanoid robot
Mean
Max
58.48%
63.33%
50.83%
57.14%
53.25%
57.14%
45.55%
45.55%
52.07%
57.77%
64.38%
67.78%
70.0%
75.56%
75.74%
81.82%
80.41%
84.44%
65.54%
68.89%
80.94%
84.44%
83.70%
87.78%

Table 5: Detailed comparisons with state-of-the-art methods and different combinations of features.

a robot-centric view-point. Our algorithm helps the robot to
gain consciousness of the surrounding environment, to be
aware of the intention of the persons around it, and to take
action in case of a threat. This new problem is particularly
significant for applications such as children/human-robot
interactions, where the activity performed by the person can
represent his/her emotions, or even a response to the robot’s
behavior. At the same time, the robot will be able to detect
potential dangers; in this sense, our algorithm is useful also
in surveillance scenarios. This kind of framework can even
be embedded into wearable cognitive assistant systems to
give instructions or warning the person.
We propose and make publicly available two datasets for
egocentric robot activity recognition during human-robot
interactions, which provide RGB videos, depth videos, and
skeleton data. This additional information allows us to ex-

(a) 3D optical flow

(b) STIP

(c) DSTIP

(d) Posture

(e) all

Figure 4: Confusion matrices of the four different features on the humanoid robot dataset.
tract 3D cues, which meaningfully increase the classification rate. We investigate several intensity, depth, and skeleton features, evaluating their contributions and their combinations on our new task. Several state-of-the-art methods are assessed on the proposed datasets, and it is shown
that they do not provide very robust recognition results on
this new problem. We finally demonstrate that descriptors
extracted from the ego-motion and independent motion regions give different contributions to the recognition, and
their combination notably improves the results.
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